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Abstract—This paper describes a three-level approach for improving the Passage Retrieval (PR) stage in the context of the Arabic Question/Answering (Q/A) task. This approach proposes to use a semantic reasoning on top of keyword-based and structure-based levels. Results of experiments conducted with a set of CLEF and TREC questions show an improvement of the Accuracy and the Mean Reciprocal Rank measures. An example shows also how the re-ranking based on the semantic score and Conceptual Graphs (CG) operations is even more relevant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Having a great amount of available information, especially from Internet, today's user needs in terms of tools have changed and are becoming very challenging. The Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain has provided (and is still providing) various systems that contribute to overcome such needs. Search Engines (SE) and Information Retrieval (IR) systems remain among the most popular ones. Although they are currently widely used, SE and IR systems are no longer adequate for specific user expectations. Indeed, the large lists of snippets returned by SE are to be browsed by users. This is a time consuming task, in particular in the case of a specific search such as questions.

The goal of Question/Answering (Q/A) systems is to extract precise answers to user questions. Questions, as well as answers, are formulated in natural language.

Unlike languages such as English, Spanish, French or Italian [9], the Arabic Q/A task presents additional challenges to researchers in this field [4] [7]. This is mainly due to the particularities of the Arabic language (short vowels, absence of capital letters, complex morphology, etc.). However, the Q/A process stages are generally the same, namely: (i) question analysis, (ii) Passage Retrieval (PR) and (iii) answer extraction. Concretely, a user question expressed in natural language is to be analyzed. Many processes could be integrated at this step: question classification, Named Entity Recognition, keyword extraction, etc. After that, the role of a PR is to retrieve and re-rank candidate passages that may contain the expected answer. The latter is to be extracted and returned to the user as a final step of the Q/A process.

Relying on the sequence of tasks described above, an answer returned to the user could be irrelevant if candidate passages are too. Actually, if documents containing the right answer do not include keywords of the question they will not appear among candidate passages. In order to overcome such problem a Query Expansion (QE) module could be used. The module extends the list of keywords to be used at the PR stage to a larger list containing keywords related to the question ones. This process has been classically developed on the basis of morphological relations. We have proposed in [3] a more advanced QE processes using semantic relations between question keywords and document keywords. For example, the keyword أرض (land) has a hyponymy relation with the keyword الأرض (earth) which means that the former is a specialization of the latter. Therefore, if the keyword الأرض is among the user request, documents containing the word أرض could be also relevant for answering the question. However, the tasks related to the PR stage are even more challenging. Indeed, Q/A systems are particular in that the relevance required at the PR stage depends not only on the existence of the keywords related to the question but also on the existence of the related structure. For instance, the answer of the question "من الذي أسس مدينة مراكش؟" (Who did build the city of Marrakech?) could be expected in a passage whose structure is similar to " ... أسس مدينة مراكش ... " (...) has built the city of Marrakech...). Therefore, the relevance of candidate passages should be higher for the passages that contain the whole or the longest part of the question structure.

We have integrated a structure-based process among our QE approach for the Arabic Q/A task [2]. The evaluation of this approach has showed that the candidate passages are re-ranked better with respect to the user question. This means that the first ranked passages are more likely containing the expected answer structure using the original keywords or the extended ones.

Yet even with our structure-based process, we do not guarantee a complete success of our Arabic Q/A
task. For example, while processing the question "ما هي عاصمة المغرب؟" ("What is the capital of Morocco?") we have the two following passages: passage 1 is "عاصمة المغرب العلمية هي مدينة فاس" ("The scientific capital of Morocco is the city of Fas") and passage 2 is "عاصمة المغرب تقع على الساحل الأطلسي و تسمى مدينة الرباط" ("The capital of Morocco is located on the Atlantic coast and is called Rabat").

From the structure point of view passage 1 is ranked better than passage 2 because it contains a high density of question-related keywords. However, from the semantic point of view passage 2 is the one containing the expected answer. The system may better re-rank the returned passages if somewhere it integrates a semantic reasoning deciding that "عاصمة علمية" (cultural capital) is different from "عاصمة إدارية" (administrative capital).

In the present paper, we describe our three-level approach for PR in the context of Arabic Q/A. Hence, the next section of the paper is divided into four sub-sections: Sub Section A presents a general overview of our approach, Sub Sections B, C and D are devoted to describe the keyword-based level, the structure-based level and the semantic-based level. Finally, we draw some conclusions and present future works.

II. THE THREE-LEVEL APPROACH

A. General overview

As we have mentioned previously, the PR process is a key issue of the Q/A system. We have seen also that the structure and the meaning of the user question are even important as well as its related keywords. Therefore, efforts aiming to reach an efficient retrieving and ranking of the candidate passages must focus on how to cover these problem sides.

Thus, we propose for Arabic Q/A systems a three-level approach for PR. Figure 1 shows its general overview:

![Figure 1. The three-level approach overview](#)

Figure 1 illustrates that the first level role is to efficiently retrieve passages with respect to the question keywords and the extended ones as well according to semantic relations that exist between them.

A statistical method is used then in order to bring up the passages with the highest density of the considered keywords. The distance between keywords represents another criterion of ranking. Indeed, the passages are to be better ranked when they maintain similar distances between keywords as in the user question.

The final level is dedicated to the semantic reasoning. It uses as input the filtered passages from the second level and semantically re-ranks them. In this level we consider the representation in terms of Conceptual Graphs (CG) of the passages and the question.

In order to evaluate our levels added value deeply, we have carried out a few experiments. These experiments use a set of 82 CLEF and 82 TREC [22] questions manually translated into the Arabic language. Actually, we have translated 400 TREC questions. However, since only 82 of the available translated CLEF questions are extensible using our QE process, and in order to make a fair comparison, we have considered the same number of TREC questions. They are classified into different domains (sport, geography, politic, etc.) and different types (questions seeking for time answers, persons, places, etc.).

The Yahoo and Google SE have been used at the PR stage. The answer of each question is then checked in the first five returned passages.

Two measures of the Q/A field have been considered:

- The Accuracy which is the average of the questions where we find the right answer in the first snippet;
- The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The reciprocal rank of a query response is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the correct answer: MRR is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a sample of queries [22].

In the next sections we give more details about the components of each level together with the results of its evaluation.

B. First level: keyword-based level

The first level of our approach is keyword-based. We have showed with examples [3] that advanced QE could improve the number of relevant passages retrieved in the context of Arabic Q/A systems. Our

---

advanced QE uses the Arabic WordNet semantic resource.

The Arabic WordNet\(^5\) ontology (AWN) [10] is among the most interesting Arabic resources available for Arabic NLP researchers. The AWN ontology is a free lexical resource for modern standard Arabic [18]. It is based on the design and contents of Princeton WordNet [11] and it can be mapped onto it as well as a number of other WordNets, enabling translation on the lexical level to and from dozens of other languages. AWN is also connected to SUMO (Supper Upper Merged Ontology) [15] [16]. The SUMO is an upper level ontology which provides definitions for general-purpose terms and acts as a foundation for more specific domain ontologies. It contains about 2000 concepts.

The advanced QE process tries to take benefit from the advantages provided by AWN, namely: its openness, its interesting structure as ontology, the research carried out using other WordNets, etc. The global QE process uses, in addition to the morphological QE, four of AWN semantic relations: synonymy, definition, hyponymy and hypernymy. Figure 2 illustrates this process.

![Figure 2: Expansion model to be integrated with a Q/A system](image)

The usefulness of our QE process has been proofed by experiments. In these experiments different Google and Yahoo SE have been used and sets of CLEF and TREC questions have been tested. Table 1 shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. KEYWORD-BASED EVALUATION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Google</strong> <em>(CLEF)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>no QE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRR</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\) no QE: without using any QE process

As we can see, using different kind of questions and different SE, the accuracy and the MRR have both been improved when using our QE process. For instance, using QE with CLEF question we have obtained 7,32\% (1,22\% without QE) as accuracy and 3,25 (0,99 without QE) as MRR. The high performances of the preliminary experiments (using Google) is due to the fact the evaluation process was manual unlike the other experiments (using the Yahoo API which allows a larger number of requests per day than the Google one). For example, in the manual process we can identify answers composed of more than one word. For example, the answer of the question “كم تبلغ قيمة المادية لجائزة المغرب للدكتاتور؟” (What is the value of the Moroccan book award?) is “7000 دينار” [11]. If a snippet contains for instance the expression “دلون دال دال” the answer is considered correct. More details of these experiments could be found in [11] [12].

C. Second level: structure-based level

The first level improves the accuracy and the MRR. The ranking of the passages is almost based on the number of question (or related) keywords they contain. This could be useful for simple IR needs. However, the context of Q/A is different. Indeed, at the answer extraction level, the structure of the question is to be considered.

To do so, we have chosen the Java Information Retrieval System (JIRS\(^6\)) as PR module. JIRS is a language-independent PR system which has been already adapted to a few non-agglutinative European languages (such as English, Spanish and French) as well as to the Arabic language [5].

The re-ranking of the retrieved passages is based on a distance density n-gram model. In [5] authors explain the idea of this model which gives more weight to the passages where the most relevant question structures appear nearer to each other. In [12] some experiments were carried out to re-rank snippets obtained with Yahoo in order to return the most relevant ones containing the answer.

We have evaluated the second level using JIRS on the top of our QE and Yahoo. Table 2 shows the obtained results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. STRUCTURE-BASED EVALUATION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yahoo</strong> <em>(CLEF)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>no QE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRR</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, with respect to the automatic evaluation the use of our QE based on AWN

\(^5\) http://www.globalwordnet.org/AWN/

\(^6\) http://sourceforge.net/projects/jirs/
together with the structure-based re-ranking using JIRS gives the best performances in terms of accuracy (19.51\% and 10.81\%) and MRR (7.85 and 4.53).

The obtained results are not the same for the CLEF and TREC questions. This may be due to the longer structure of the considered TREC questions (e.g., (What is Q ?)). Nevertheless, the gain in terms of accuracy and MRR is highest for the set of TREC questions. JIRS may improve PR even more with questions whose structure is longer. The difference in performance between TREC and CLEF questions should be analyzed more in depth.

In [12] authors have showed that the performances provided by JIRS are more likely better when the number of processed passages overpass 1000. In our experiments, we have just considered the first 1000 passages. Therefore, the performances of the structure-based level may be even higher if the number of considered passages is greater than 1000.

So far, the accuracy and the MRR have been improved in the keyword-based level and even more in the structure-based level of our approach regardless the questions nature. Even though, the relevance ranking of the candidate passages should take into account not only the structure side but also the semantic one. Indeed, our aim is to ensure that the expected answer could be extracted efficiently as much as possible in the first passage.

In the next subsection we describe how the semantic reasoning level could allow us to reach this aim.

D. Third level: semantic-based level

The idea to use semantic reasoning process in NLP tasks is not new. In [8] author has adopted it for Machine Translation. Nowadays, various domains of NLP are concerned by semantic reasoning: Information Retrieval (IR), Word Sense Disambiguation [17], automatic acquisition of knowledge [21], etc.

The semantic reasoning to be used in our third level requires the choice of a good technical platform which allows such reasoning for the Arabic language [6]. We have adopted the Amine Platform. Amine\(^7\) is a Java open source multi-layer platform dedicated to the development of intelligent systems and multi-agents systems [13]. In addition to these characteristics, Amine has been chosen due to its features, namely:

- The choice of the right knowledge representation is one of the key elements of a semantic reasoning process. The Conceptual Graphs are among the formalisms which could be used for representing the meaning of a text formulated in natural language. A Conceptual Graph is a directed graph of nodes that correspond to concepts, connected by labeled and oriented arcs that represent conceptual relations [19]. In Amine, the CG formalism is used for knowledge representation. The CG formalism has the advantage to be close to natural language and can be manipulated by computers.
- Amine is also a modular environment which provides: (i) an Ontology layer: we use this layer for manipulating theAWN ontology; (ii) an Algebraic layer: in addition to the elementary and the structured data types, this layer provides also various matching-based operations (like match, equal, unify, subsume, compare, maximalJoin, generalize, analogy, etc.); (iii) dynamic and basic ontology processes and (iv) Knowledge Base (KB) support.

The idea is to re-rank the filtered passages at the semantic level, i.e. try to find among them which one is expecting to represent the answer of the original question. In order to do so, we perform the steps showed in Figure 3:

(i) Since we consider only factoid questions at this level, the question is mapped onto an expected answer which in turn is translated into a corresponding CG: CG-EA (CG Expected Answer). For instance, for the question "What was the height of the pyramid?" we replace "the height of the pyramid" and add it at the end. The expected answer is: «X هو Y».

For other simple types of factoid questions the following transformations are to be performed:

- \(Q \rightarrow \text{the expected answer is} \quad " \text{X هو} \ Y" \quad (\text{Who is} \ Q ? \rightarrow \text{Q is} \ X)\)
- \(Q \rightarrow \text{the expected answer is} \quad " \text{X هي} \ Y" \quad (\text{What is} \ Q ? \rightarrow \text{Q is} \ X)\)
- \(Q \rightarrow \text{the expected answer is} \quad " \text{X في} \ Y" \quad (\text{In which} \ Q ? \rightarrow \text{Q in} \ X)\)
- \(Q \rightarrow \text{the expected answer is} \quad " \text{Q ما}" \quad (\text{What did} \ Q ? \rightarrow \text{Q})\)

\(^7\)http://amine-platform.sourceforge.net

---

![Figure 3. The semantic reasoning level](image-url)
The ranking of the passages above is provided by Google. As we can see, the passage "p6" contains the answer which is جبل افرست (the Everest mountain). Therefore, it is the most relevant passage in the context of a Q/A task. Let us see if the use of JIRS PR system could improve the re-ranking of returned passages.

Table 4 shows the new ranking of passages with the structure score between each passage and the question (this measure is calculated by JIRS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Structure Score</th>
<th>Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P1 | 0.67           | بالاضافة الى اعلى اخفض نقطتين في الأرض، حيث قمة افرست في جبال الرملا ترتفع 8848 متر عن سطح البحر. بينما اخفض نقطة على سطح الأرض تكون قرب البحر ...
| P2 | 0.54           | كل نقطة على الأرض تقع على خط طول وعرض، وهذا يمكن أن نصب إليها ...
| P4 | 0.49           | هواء الجو في الأرض يدلى إلى عدد من ...
| P3 | 0.39           | وتمتلك ابتداع حلقة الأرض على الخريطة، ترسم هذه الأعداد خاصة بالنصاب مع ...
| P5 | 0.29           | إذا مثلنا الأرض بصورة كرة صغيرة قطرها 4570 ميل متر، فتكون ارتفاع قمة جبل افرست في ...
| P1 | 0.67           | بالاضافة الى اعلى اخفض نقطتين في الأرض، حيث قمة افرست في جبال الرملا ترتفع 8848 متر عن سطح البحر. بينما اخفض نقطة على سطح الأرض تكون قرب البحر ...
| P2 | 0.54           | كل نقطة على الأرض تقع على خط طول وعرض، وهذا يمكن أن نصب إليها ...
| P4 | 0.49           | هواء الجو في الأرض يدلى إلى عدد من ...
| P3 | 0.39           | وتمتلك ابتداع حلقة الأرض على الخريطة، ترسم هذه الأعداد خاصة بالنصاب مع ...
| P5 | 0.29           | إذا مثلنا الأرض بصورة كرة صغيرة قطرها 4570 ميل متر، فتكون ارتفاع قمة جبل افرست في ...

The passage which contains the expected answer is now in the second rank after using JIRS as PR system. The first passage contains also the answer but the second passage is the easiest to be used at the answer extraction stage. Our aim now is to investigate whether this passage will be ranked as the most relevant passage using the semantic reasoning
based on the CG representation.

Let us now represent the expected answer in term of CG. The following is the Linear Form of the considered passage:

\[
CG-EA : \text{[نقطة]} - \text{-attr} - [\text{على}] - \text{الأرض} - \text{-ala} - \text{[نقطة]}
\]

Note that Universal concept represent the answer (referred by \(X\) previously). Table 5 shows the CG representation of each (or part of) passage returned by JIRS.

### Table 5. CG Representation of Returned Passages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Passage</th>
<th>CG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>المهم أن نتذكر أنه من أجل وصف نقطة على سطح الأرض نحتاج إلى عينين</td>
<td>[نقطة].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>ولنتميل ابعاد سطح الأرض على الخريطة، نرسم هذه الأبعاد نسب خاصة تتناوب مع</td>
<td>[نقطة] - [التكلفة] - [أعلى] - [الأرض]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>هواء المريخ لا يتمتع بنفس كثافة هواء الأرض إذ يبلغ الضغط الجوي على سطح</td>
<td>[نقطة] - [التكلفة] - [أعلى] - [الأرض]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>ظهور الأضواء القطبية فيما يرجع إلى ألف كيلومتر من سطح الأرض بيانا على أن</td>
<td>[نقطة] - [التكلفة] - [أعلى] - [الأرض]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to use the CG operations supported by the Amine Platform, we have considered the part of AWN ontology that covers the concepts of the returned passages and the expected answer as well. The concepts which do not exist in AWN are added manually (for instance the concept type \( \text{الأضواء القطبية} \) is manually added). Figure 3 is an extract of the ontology.

Using the Amine Platform we have calculated the generalization between the CG of the expected answer and the CG of each passage. Table 6 shows the result of this operation.
Two measures for semantic comparison could be considered: semantic score which is concept-based and relational similarity. In the current work we consider only the first measure. Indeed, relational similarity requires a relevant relation hierarchy in the considered ontology. The current release of AWN does not provide such a request.

For calculating the semantic score we use the following formula [14]:

\[
\text{Semantic Score}(P) = \sum_{ci \in C}(\text{weight}(ci) \times \beta(ci, \pi(ci))) / \sum_{ci \in C}(\text{weight}(ci))
\]

Where C is the collection of the concepts of the passage P, weight(ci) is a weight assigned to the word related to the concept ci of the graph CG-P and \(\beta(ci, \pi(ci))\) is the distance between ci and its projection in the generalization graph between CG-EA and CG-P, it is defined as follows:

\[
\beta(ci, \pi(ci)) = 1 \text{ if } \text{type}(ci) \leq \text{type}(\pi(ci))
\]

\[
\beta(ci, \pi(ci)) = 1 - \min(\delta(\text{type}(ci), \text{type}(\pi(ci))), 5)/5 \text{ if } \text{type}(ci) \geq \text{type}(\pi(ci))
\]

Where \(\delta(\text{type}(ci), \text{type}(\pi(ci)))\) is the number of nodes between \(\text{type}(ci)\) and \(\text{type}(\pi(ci))\) in the ontology.

We use also the same weights proposed in [20] namely: 1 for verbs, 0.8 for nouns and 0.16 for adjectives and adverbs.

Let us calculate the semantic score for the passage P6: The CG of this passage contains the following concept types (weights are between parenthesis): 

- 

- ي.figure (0.8), Name (0.16), 

- جزء (0.8), ي.figure (0.8), 

- جزء (0.8), ي.figure (0.8), 

- جزء (0.8), ي.figure (0.8), 

- جزء (0.8), ي.figure (0.8), 

- جزء (0.8), ي.figure (0.8), 

Then, we identify the projection of each concept type in the generalization CG. For instance, 

- 

- ي.figure (0.8), 

- ي.figure (0.8), 

- ي.figure (0.8), 

In AWN the latter concept type has π(city) as a direct subtype. Thus, in this case type(ci) \(\geq\) type(π(ci)) and \(\delta(\text{type}(ci), \text{type}(\pi(ci)))=1\). As a result, \(\beta(ci, \pi(ci)) = 1 - \min(1, 5)/5 = 0.8\).

Applying the same process to the other concept types, we get: Semantic Score(P6) = 0.66.

Doing the same for the five other passages, the semantic scores are:

- Semantic Score(P1) = 0.29
- Semantic Score(P2) = 0.04
- Semantic Score(P3) = 0.20
- Semantic Score(P4) = 0.19
- Semantic Score(P5) = 0.26

Table 7 below shows the new ranking with respect to the semantic score obtained.

### Table 6. Results of the Generalization Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage</th>
<th>Generalization (CG-Q, CG-P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[نقطة]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–attr{-الرض}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–ala{-الرض}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[حدث{-الرض}]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. Results of the Semantic Re-ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Semantic Score</th>
<th>Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, according to the semantic score measure the passage P6 is re-ranked as the most relevant. This passage is the one containing the expected answer. Moreover, the passage P1 which also contains a part of the expected answer is now ranked in the second position.
In this paper, we exposed and evaluated a three-level approach dedicated to the PR task in the context of Arabic QA systems. The semantic reasoning level integrated on top of the keyword-based and the structure-based one tries to improve even more the performances of the PR module. Conducted experiments show that our approach is adequate in order to overcome challenges related to the PR stage of Arabic QA systems.

As future works we keep on enhancing our approach by:

- Automating the semantic reasoning level module. This step concerns also the automatic extraction of CG representation from pattern structures to be identified from the passages. The use of a syntactic tool could be intended.
- Conducting corresponding experiments
- Covering all CLEF and TREC questions
- Integrating more enriched releases of Arabic WordNet. In this context, and from our experiments, we noticed that:
  - Many concepts are not yet included in AWN. We had to manually include them in the ontology.
  - More efforts have to be considered to propose a more refined hierarchy for “Relation” types. That is why, we were unable to consider the “Relational similarity” in the calculation of the semantic score.
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